Pattern #3360

Pattern Name: "May Morn"

Category: Romantic Themes / Rural and Genre Scenes

Border: Floral and Botanical / Floral and Scrolls / Repeated floral spray

Additional Information:

Wash jug, 12.25 inches high. May Morn is a lovely scene with 2 women and 4 children gathering hawthorn in the spring. The border at the top of the ewer and at the base are lovely hawthorn. (SPS Bulletin #44, p. 7) This pattern was used on bedroom wares and made in the 1840s and 1850s according to Kelly2006 p. 25. The wash bowl, 13.5 inches in diameter is illustrated on p. 241 in CoyshHenrywood1982, and the matching jug (as seen above) is shown in Color Plate XIX in CoyshHenrywood1989. The jug is also on the back dust cover of the book.

Body Type: Earthenware

Print Process: Underglaze Tissue Printed

Color: Blue

Maker:
J & M P Bell & Co.
1842–1928
Glasgow
Scotland
Transferware Database of Patterns and Sources

References:
Kelly, Henry E., Glasgow, Henry E. Kelly, July, 2006

Maker’s Mark:
Cartouche, floral